As to price negotiation in e-commerce, a formal model of price bargaining negotiation was constructed. The bargaining strategies of single-issue and multi-issue were researched. In single-issue negotiation, the assessment method of quoted price's utility value was given out, and the bargaining strategy based on bargaining reincarnation number and rivals' bargaining behavior were designed respectively. In multi-issue negotiation, the bargaining strategy based on equivalent utility value was researched and the algorithm of generating quoted price with equivalent utility value was designed, the bargaining strategies in this paper can be used in transaction process of e-commerce effectively.
I. Introduction
Conflict of interest is common in price negotiation in e-commerce. One of the best ways is by bargaining negotiation. Ya'akov Gal thinks that negotiation is a process of compromise for participants expressing their conflicting demands firstly and then to seek solutions by mutual concessions [1] . As to theory of bargaining, Ma Benjiang defines the buyer's strategy "Be insatiable" for the problem of argy_bargy [2] . Su Qing discussed the supply chain multilateral negotiation about profit distribution between one buyer and many suppliers [3] . Wang Kanliang takes tri-stages bargaining as example, researches the problem of dynamic game of asymmetry information bargaining [4] . Zhan Wenjie researches the evolution of strategies in a many-to-many bargaining based on assumption that traders are boundedly rational [5] . In the application of bargaining, Li Yuyu proposed a bargaining cooperative game model for assemble-to-order(ATO) supply chain composed of a final product manufacturer and two suppliers [6] . Wang Yi researched the Medium and long-term power purchase plan based on bargaining game [7] . Liu Yun proposed a resource allocation algorithm based on the cooperative game theory of generalized Nash bargaining solution [8] . The essence of bargaining negotiation is on behalf the interest of participants to seek an agreed goal or negotiation fails. So, a bargaining negotiation model was established firstly in this paper, and then the bargaining strategies in the model were researched from two aspects of single-issue and multi-issue negotiation.
II. Formal Model of Negotiation
According to bargaining negotiation process in e-commerce, the formal model of negotiation is defined as follow Eq. 1.
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Where N is participants and expressed as , ,...,
> is the value of issues T . P is protocol of negotiation , it is used to control and manage the interaction rules of International Conference on Applied Science and Engineering Innovation (ASEI 2015) negotiation , such as the protocol of stipulating participants must bid at the same time or bid in turn.
S is strategy refers to the actions taken by participants to achieve their goals in the process of negotiation , such as concession strategies or win-win strategy. 
III. Bargaining strategy for single-issue negotiation
The process of single-issue negotiation is shown in Fig.1 . The key step of the process is to assess the quoted price of opponents and put forward a counter price while it can't be accepted. As seller, b usually wants to get the highest price, so its utility function is monotonically increasing. On the contrary, the utility function of a is monotonically decreasing. So, the formula for calculating utility value of t -reincarnation bargaining can be defined as follow Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 respectively.
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Reincarnation number based bargaining strategy. Negotiation almost impossible to be successful immediately, it needs several rounds of bargaining. At the beginning of negotiation, a and b will present the price V → makes their utility maximization. If negotiation fails, one of the participants will propose a new quoted price based on his concession strategy in subsequent negotiation. Supposed that the function of concession strategy is ( ) f t , the function of a updates the price to b in the next reincarnation can be defined as follow Eq. 4.
, it means that the concession strategy of a is uniform. According to b S and the concession strategy of a , the quoted price of a in 1 t + -reincarnation can be calculated as follow Eq. 6.
is concession strategy of a calculated by b S , and its value range is
IV. Bargaining strategy for multi-issue negotiation
Calculate utility value of multi-issue. As to issues 
Where
is the value interval of issue j T , i j V is practical value of j T in i -reincarnation. Bargain strategy of equivalent utility value. As to multi-issues 1 2 , ,.
can't be accepted by b in i -reincarnation negotiation, then b will put forward a counter offer
V → and bargaining negotiation is success. Otherwise, a will choose a counter-price ' '
As to the similarity between 
is similarity between the value from a and b on issue j t and it can be calculated by follow formula as shown in Eq. 9.
The idea of proposing a price with equivalent utility value is divide issues 1 2 , ,..., 
, end. The algorithm of add U to 2 T is just add utility value for each issue randomly instead of reduce utility value in the above algorithm.
V. Bargaining strategy based process of transaction in e-commerce
Supposed that an enterprise a has some tasks to be assigned to an outsource service supplier b in the tasks applicants . The issues of bargaining negotiation between seller a and supplier b are cost, quality and delivery deadline. From the point view of a , the bargaining strategy based process of transaction can be described in Fig.3 , and the process described as follow. Step 1 Seller a determines the issues of negotiation and the range for each issue. Select a bargaining strategy and the utility function ( ) U x for calculating utility value. Set the maximum value of reincarnation max t . If it is a multi-issue negotiation, seller a also needs to know the weight of each issue from supplier b .
Step 2 Step 4 Seller a assesses the counter price from b by ( ) U x and turn step 7 while . Otherwise, seller a proposes a counter price by the pre-setting bargaining strategy, then turn step 5.
Step 5 If the number of reincarnation max t t = , then turn step 6. Otherwise turn step 3.
Step 6 Negotiation fail, turn step 2.
Step 7 Negotiation success and tasks allocate to supplier b .
VI. Conclusions
Negotiation is one of the best ways to resolve interest conflict in business negotiation in e-commerce, and bargaining strategy is the key of negotiation. For single-issue negotiation, the mainly used in bargaining is concession strategy, the reincarnation number based and bargaining behavior of opponents based bargaining can promote the success of negotiation effectively. While in multi-issue negotiation, the equivalent utility based bargaining can makes the negotiation parties to achieve a win-win situation.
